since 1932

SEWER FLUSHING
VEHICLE KOMBI-M-U-T
DRAWS. POWERFUL. UNIVERSAL.
The perfect choice for withdrawing by suction and flushing.

www.m-u-t.at

The wide range of variations of the M-U-T sewer flushing vehicles
proves itself on the high reliability and the maximum suction power
and compression - when it is to be really clean.

ADAPTABLE

The ergonomic and sturdy design in an ideal combination with
different types of equipment, make the M-U-T sewer flushing vehicle to one
of the most profitable and economical suction and
flushing vehicles on the global market.

 body size for two- to four-axle chassis
 combination of suction and high pressure
flushing vehicle
 optimized version, adjusted to the chassis
 container made out of stainless steel
 M-U-T-tank-in-tank-system optimizes the
weight distribution for an ideal axle load ratio
 serial high pressure pump and vacuum pump
 high pressure hose reel, hydraulically
powered
 delivery for case of suction hose
 3-stage-water-recycling-system: coarse
precipitator, rotating-gap-filter, cyclone
 facility for self-cleaning filters - no additional
maintenance effort
 delivery for case of suction hose
 Industry X.0-capable - digital integration into
the fleet
 panels on the side (optional) can be used as a
large advertising space
 minimum warranty of 2 years

BENEFICIAL
The thoughtful and compact construction design
enables extremely fast and flexible operations
without any retooling.
 the M-U-T-tank-in-tank-system optimizes
the axle load ratio of the vehicle - extremely
short overhang due to the construction and
shortened wheelbase at the same time
 combination attachment is hydraulic rotatable and telescopable, via a wireless remote
control
 optimized and ergonomic working space,
adjusted to the vehicle

CLEAN

EXPANDABLE

 High tightness due to the design
 of the system
 tank washing facility and draining aid by a
washing nozzle in the front of the mud tank

M-U-T Visibility and Safety Packages
 camerasystem, up to 360° all-round visibility
 LED-all-round light
 numerous other options available
M-U-T Control Panel

SAFE
 automatic locking of the control parts
 safety space towards the hazard area, via
wireless remote control for the hydraulic
combination attachment
 increased operational safety, power efficiency
and smoothness due to latest electronics
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 central control over the KOMBI-M-U-T
either at the lit-up control panel or
via wireless remote control possible
 simple operation of all work steps

M-U-T EASY-WORK-Packages
 different sizes of hose reels
 delivery for case of longer suction hoses
 M-U-T-XXL-series for unusual demands
 numerous other options available
M-U-T Service Packages
 warranty extension up to 60 months
 care of vehicle fleet, incl. annual check
 servicepackage „M-U-T All In“
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M-U-T EXPERIENCES
FOR 90 YEARS
Thoughtful M-U-T-Design
Optimized even axle load distribution during different loading conditions, concerted components and variable configurability at the same time make the M-U-T sewer flushing vehicle to
the most flexible and powerful suction and flushing vehicles on the market. High system
tightness due to the special design.
Labour Protection and Safety
Automatic locking of all components, good overview of the vehicle as well as optimum lighting
in the working area. Ergonomic design and low noise operations due to optimized system
design.
Economic Efficiency and high Availability
High flexibility caused by low tare weight, low-maintenance and long lasting structure:
low wear and tear because of the usage of stainless steel particles and just few moving parts.
Convenience
Simple handling via the adaptable M-U-T-Multifunctional-Touch Display and wireless remote
control. Industry X.0-capable - for an ideal digital integration into the fleet.
Variety of Models and Modularity
Different sizes of construction available, with adjustable data of performance - for different
types of operations and customer requests - up to XXL-versions.
The wide range of additional equipment in the scope of safety, environmental protection and
convenience as well as diverse attachments, allows an individual adjustment of the M-U-T sewer
flushing vehicle to the required claims and tasks.
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